WHAT YOU SHOULD BRING TO CAMP

CLOTHES . . . You will need a supply of clothes to last 5 days. Jeans, shorts, shirts, underwear, socks, bathing suit & beach towel, comfortable shoes, sweatshirt or jacket, raincoat or poncho, extra shoes and socks in case of rain. Bring sandals and or watershoes for showers and swimming.

Please label your clothing and items; so if they are lost, we can get them back to you.

BEDDING . . . The nights can be cool, so bring a sleeping bag and pillow (with extra blanket if it's a light bag) OR blankets and sheets. You will be sleeping in bunk beds in cabins most nights. One night will be under the stars.

TOILET ARTICLES . . . Bring two towels and two washcloths, toothbrush and paste, comb and brush, soap and other personal articles.

MISCELLANEOUS . . . Be sure to bring a flashlight with a spare bulb and extra batteries, extra shoestrings, wear a watch, ball glove (if you like to play catch), a hat, and water bottle.

MASK or FACE Covering - Campers, volunteers, and staff will be required to masks (except when sleeping, eating, or walking outdoors with guaranteed physical distance).

WHAT NOT TO BRING

Good jewelry, sandals, cell phones, pagers, MP3 Players, pets, or anything of value, etc

PLEASE DO NOT BRING shaving cream, pets, silly string, water balloons, radios, Game Boys, Cell phones, CD players, IPOD’s, tape players or other high-value items, which might be lost or stolen. Electronic equipment can get lost, stolen or damaged at camp. They are not recommended. Cell phones ARE NOT allowed at camp.

DO NOT - bring food or candy from home, as it creates problems in the cabin areas ......... primarily hungry skunks or bears are always looking for the goodies!! We'll have plenty of good, nutritious food and excellent cooks to prepare it.

Clothing promoting offensive material, alcohol, tobacco or sex NOT allowed.

BE SURE TO LEAVE FROWNS, BAD DISPOSITIONS, LARGE SUMS OF MONEY AND ANY SPECIAL FOOD DISLIKES AT HOME.

BRING YOUR SMILES AND LAUGHS, AND PLAN TO HAVE FUN LEARNING AND SHARING CAMP LIFE WITH OTHER BOYS AND GIRLS.